
Other symbols of good luck are the four-leaf clover (vierblattrige Kleeblatter) and toadstools 
(Fliegenpilze), those adorable little mushrooms with white-dotted red caps. In Germany, a fortunate 
person may be called a "GIOckspilz" (a lucky mushroom). A "Schornsteinfeger" (chimney sweep) is 

another symbol of good luck in Germany, and small chimney sweep figures or cookies are also 
sometimes given "GIOcksbringer" at the start of the New Year. 

In a festive combination of multiple "GIOcksbringer," the little marzipan piglets given to friends and family 

are often munching on a little four-leaf clove with a toadstool attached to it. They may also feature a 
chimney sweep "rider" and hold a "GIOckspfennig" (lucky penny) in their little snouts. 

So why is the "Schornsteinf~ger" a bringer of luck? In the past, he played an instrumental role in 
keeping the chimney (Schornstein) and fireplace (Kamin) clean and functional in every household, 

which was essential to performing daily tasks including cooking and heating the home. So if your 

fireplace and chimney were blocked up and literally out of order, you really were hard up and out of luck. 
When the chimney sweep came over and remedied the situation by cleaning everything out, you were 
by contrast back in luck again. 

Little "Schornsteinfeger" (chimney sweeps) atop pots filled 
with four-leaf clovers for sale as "GIOcksbringer" (bringers of luck) for the New Year at a market in 
OOsseldorf on December 27, 2012. (©picture-alliance/dpa) - ---------

Other "Gli.icksbringer" inciude the ""Hufeisen" (horseshoe) and the "Marienkafer" (ladybug}, which was 

historically considered in the Christian tradition to be a holy messenger and a representative of the 
Virgin Mary (Maria). Ladybug motifs on stickers, cards and candies are not uncommon in Germany at 

any time of year. 

The German word "GIOck" moreover means both luck and happiness, as well as fortune and felicity. 
Other uses of the word include "GIOckwOnsche" ( congratulations) and "glOcklicherweise" (fortunately). 

Yet you would be well advised to use the word "GIUcksspiel" (game of luck) sparingly in Germany, as it 

does not refer to a card game or a carnival amusement, but to gambling. - -=--__:;__ ________ _ 

GLOCKSBRINGER: GALLERY 
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Marzipan pigs, horseshoes and clovers as festive "GIOcksbringer" (bringers of luck) 


